Springer is seeking applications for a new Editor-in-Chief for The Journal of Occupational Rehabilitation, to replace the Founding Editor, Michael Feuerstein, PhD, MPH when his term ends December 2020. The term will commence January 2021, but some transitional work will begin a few months before that date, for an initial three- or five-year term.

The journal is looking for a leader in the field of work disability to help manage and guide the journal. An applicant’s field of expertise can be in occupational medicine, insurance medicine, epidemiology, behavioral medicine, occupational nursing, rehabilitation science (eg., physical therapy, occupational therapy) or any field related to work disability intervention and prevention. A PhD along with a professional degree and a minimum of 10 years of research and peer review experience is required. This individual will be responsible for the future direction of the journal, selecting new editorial board members, ensuring the timely processing of the peer review process as well as the scientific rigor and potential impact of content.

Please address applications for consideration via email to: Katherine Chabalko, Senior Editor, Social and Behavioral Sciences at Springer, katherine.chabalko@springer.com. All applications must include a current CV, and a letter indicating interest, qualifications and thoughts on where the journal should be headed, as well as a proposed length of term. While applications for co-Editorship will be considered, a single Editor is strongly preferred.

All applications are due by March 1, 2019. A decision will be made by May 2019 and formally announced at the Work Disability Prevention and Integration Conference in Odense, Denmark, June 4-7, 2019.